00:10  **Suspicious Vehicle**
Officer initiated activity at San Pablo, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

00:47  **Case/Incident Follow-Up Activity**
Occurred [redacted] on San Pablo. Says ID was not returned by officer from earlier contact. Disposition: Misc Public Service Provided.

01:03  **Request for Extra Patrol**
Officer initiated activity at Target, Eastshore, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

01:07  **Request for Extra Patrol**
Officer initiated activity at Beverages And More, San Pablo, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

01:30  **Area Security Check**
Officer initiated activity at Area 1, Pierce, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

04:37  **911 Call**
Occurred on Monroe. Heavy static on line, busy on call back. Disposition: Log Note Only.

07:49  **Welfare Check**
Occurred on Marin. 8 ago Rp/passerby. Adult male, 30-40, bald, wearing green plaid shirt, laying face down next to a tree on the n/w corner. Disposition: Unable to Locate Source of Complaint.

08:29  **Area Security Check**
Officer initiated activity at Area 5, Buchanan, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

08:48  **Citizen Assist**
Officer initiated activity at Area 5, Buchanan, Albany. Assisting someone w/her dog, non injury. Disposition: Misc Public Service Provided.

09:15  **Alarm**
Occurred on Ordway. Disposition: False Alarm.

09:57  **Suspicious Circumstance**
Occurred on Curtis. COLD-just discovered VIA phone. RP/Bldg owner- RP received an email from another co-owner saying that they found several post it notes inside the bathrooms, hallways and mail closet in the bldg with a messages similar to case#20-559. Disposition: Log Note Only.

10:14  **415 PC - Disturbance of Peace**
Occurred at Marin/Evelyn. 5 ago VERBAL Male subject began yelling at RP and came at her w/closed hands. No weapons seen Subject is now on Marin w/b SPA. Adult male, 40's, beard, mustache, wearing jeans, white shirt crossed the street on SPA on the southside of the sidewalk.

Disposition: Misc Violation - Warning Given.

11:14  **Coroner's Case**
Occurred on Kains. Unresponsive 70 y/o female found by bldg manager

Disposition: Case Report Taken.

11:30  **911 Call**
Occurred on Fairmount Av. Abandoned 9-1-1..on callback, caller advised no emergency. Disposition: Log Note Only.
11:56   **Theft**

Occurred on Solano. 2 subjects, male and female entered a retail grocery store. One subject stole five bottles of alcohol placing them in an oversized purse. They were confronted verbally by management and declined to open their bag. They then departed. A search of the area was negative for the suspects. Disposition: Log Note Only.

12:51   **Enter & Occupy Property W/out Consent of Owner**

Occurred on San Pablo. Adult male, 30-40's, wearing white shirt, sitting outside the business very agitated and keeps going in and out of the business. Requesting for him to be moved along. Disposition: No Police Action Warranted At This Time.

13:45   **415 PC - Disturbance of Peace**

Occurred on San Pablo. Subject ran towards clerk and tried to punch her in the face. Walking on SPA towards Taco Bell. Disposition: Log Note Only.

14:01   **Animal Call**

Occurred at Ventura/Beverly. Dead cat in a paper bag on the s/e corner..transferred to BAC for dead animal p/u. BAC has the p/u in the queue. Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.

15:11   **Area Security Check**

Officer initiated activity at Area 5, Buchanan, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

15:51   **911 Call**

Occurred on El Cerrito Plaza. Woman hitting employee w/her purse..transferred to ECPD. Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.

17:16   **911 Call**

Occurred on Kinkead Way. Subject about to break into vehicles..transferred to UC Berkeley

Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:01   **Suspicious Circumstance**

Occurred on Portland. Homeowner cleaning out her rental property and found a note. RP is not sure when the note was left and not sure who may have left it. Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:03   **Abandoned Vehicle**

Occurred on Brighton. Gig car parked for 2-3 days, RP advised to call back in a few days if it hasn't moved. Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:05   **911 Call**

Occurred on San Pablo. Abandoned. Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:29   **Security or Business Chk**

Officer initiated activity at Beverages And More, San Pablo, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:42   **Dangerous or Gravely Disabled Person**

Officer initiated activity at Solano/Kains, Albany. Brandishing a knife in the area of Solano/Kains, Adult male, 30s, 5'10, 160, dark hair, all black clothing, white print, red swiss army knife. Disposition: Case Report Taken.

18:52   **Security or Business Chk**

Officer initiated activity at Safeway, Inc, Solano, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.
18:55  Request for Extra Patrol
Officer initiated activity at 7-11, Solano, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

18:58  911 Call
Occurred on San Pablo. No emergency, trying to get in contact with ECPD, but their offices close at 1800 hrs. ..caller was trying to get the curfew time for El Cerrito.

Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.

19:02  911 Call
Occurred on Posen. 9-1-1 call went to BPD ..immediate hang up, on call back hung up, no emergency accidental. Disposition: Log Note Only.

19:10  Assistance to an Outside Agency
Occurred at Albany Police on San Pablo. . $7-$8 snacks stolen from . Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.

19:13  Request for Extra Patrol
Officer initiated activity at Albany Community Center, Marin, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

19:19  Security or Business Chk
Officer initiated activity at Sprouts, Monroe, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

19:19  Animal Call
Occurred on Kains. Injured seagull. Advised RP to call Berkeley Vet Emergency to assist in getting wildlife emergency resources. Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.

19:27  Request for Extra Patrol
Officer initiated activity at Talbot, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

19:48  Petty Theft
Occurred on San Gabriel.
Case 20-563
Suspect: Unidentified
The front license plate to a vehicle was stolen sometime overnight on 05/31/2020-06/01/2020. Case report taken. Disposition: Case Report Taken.

21:20  Request for Extra Patrol
Officer initiated activity at Kaady Car Wash, San Pablo, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

21:37  Alarm
Occurred on San Pablo. . Disposition: False Alarm.

21:49  Request for Extra Patrol
Officer initiated activity at 7-11, Solano, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

22:11  Suspicious Vehicle
Officer initiated activity at Area 5, Buchanan, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

23:14  Vehicle Stop
Officer initiated activity at Buchanan/Pierce, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.

23:16  Suspicious Vehicle
Occurred at San Pablo/Marin. Adult male, occupant driver's side damage, driving through town at a high rate of speed, last seen Fairmount/San Pablo. Disposition: Referred to Outside Agency.
23:46  Request for Extra Patrol

Officer initiated activity at Norge Cleaners, San Pablo, Albany. Disposition: Log Note Only.
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